We designed the control console C1 to give our customers the maximum freedom of design and configuration options. The design has paid attention to a compact format, which can be extended with additional modules. The modular design allows individual assembly with joysticks, displays and command devices. The control console C1 is thus able to adapt perfectly to your product and your branding.

Basic insert plate

The three basic insert plates offer a maximum choice of control devices and positioning of such devices. There are no predefined grids or slots that would restrict you from positioning.

Compact

L 520 x W 160 x H 100 to 150 mm

Upper part of housing

When developing the slim and robust housing, special care was taken to ensure that it could grow with your needs.

Armrest and storage compartment

The height of the armrest is adjustable in different steps and thus adapts to the installation conditions individually.

The ergonomic arm pad ensures the operator a comfortable and fatigue-proof work.

Customer specific arm pads: Shape and shore hardness can be customized on customer request. This is possible even at low quantities.

Under the armrest there is a generous storage compartment. This is equipped with two powerful USB sockets.

Horizontal adjustment

± 30 mm

Lighting

We gladly to develop individual lighting solutions for you.

Insert plate in neutral, colored with and without company logo possible. Optionally also illuminated.

Combine the color of the upper part of housing and decorative stripes. Decorative strip optionally illuminated.
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If you have any questions, please contact us.

sales@gessmann.com
+49 7131 4067 722
Eppinger Str. 221
74211 Leingarten
Germany

www.gessmann.com